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Hong Kong Monetary Authority Recognized R&I as an ECAI 

Valuing R&I’s Adequate Ratings 
The First ECAI Designated by non-Japanese Financial Authority 

 
 

On June 23, 2006, Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) designated Rating and 
Investment Information, Inc. (“R&I”) among other credit agencies as External Credit 
Assessment Institutions (ECAI) for the purpose of using its ratings to determine risk weights 
to evaluate bank assets under the new regulation on capital adequacy (Basel II). HKMA is the 
first financial authority which designated R&I as an ECAI besides the Japanese Financial 
Services Agency which appointed R&I as an ECAI on March 31, 2006.  
  

It is understood that credit ratings of R&I is treated equally to the other U.S.-based 
credit rating agencies, taking account of the historical track records in credit ratings. R&I 
appreciates the designation since the decision to adopt R&I ratings as a means of determining 
the risk weight of the assets held by Hong Kong-based banks indicates that the financial 
authority recognizes R&I ratings reliable and widely used in the yen-denominated debt 
market by investors. 

 
R&I will spare no efforts to provide rating users in the global capital market with 

information on its rating decisions and historical default studies in English in order to help 
foreign financial institutions and investors to assess credit risks correctly. 

 
In 1996, HKMA recognized JBRI (the former R&I) ratings for the purpose of determining 

bonds with adequate risk level to be used both in the liquidity adjustment facility and profit 
tax concession scheme. Following this designation, from November 1998, Mandatory 
Provident Fund Schemes Authority (MPFSA) of Hong Kong started to use R&I ratings as a 
guideline to select investment grade debt securities in its portfolio. 

 
R&I ratings are also recognized in the U.K. as ‘relevant’ for the purpose of determining 

‘qualified debt security’ which a lower risk weight may be applied in calculating capital 
adequacy of financial institutions. 

 
R&I, headquartered in Tokyo, is the most recognized credit rating agency in the yen-

denominated debt market and is also a respected independent source of financial information 
for many broker-dealers and financial institutions in and outside Japan. 

 
R&I provides rating services for a variety of debt instruments and issuers such as 

corporate bonds, commercial papers, structured financial products, senior long-term debt 
obligations of government agencies, universities and hospitals. R&I ratings are regularly 
announced and published by the leading electronic and financial printing media such as Quick, 
Bloomberg, Reuters, The Nikkei and the R&I’s free of charge website at: www.r-i.co.jp. 
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